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intracellular current injection,
indicating that it indeed plays
a key pattern-generating role and
will certainly be worthy of further
investigation [15].
Like may papers that history
judges as seminal, the new one of
Briggman and Kristan [15] raises
more questions than it answers;
one itches for the detailed circuit
analysis that only further
electrophysiological experiments
can currently render. Perhaps most
vexing are questions arising from
seeing previously identified
neurons known to be involved in
one network through the prism of
the other. Cell 208 is such a player
(Figure 1B); originally identified
electrophysiologically as a member
of the swimming pattern generator,
this neuron was recently implicated
by Briggman et al. [16], using
similar imaging and analysis
techniques, as a member of a small
cadre of neurons that appear to
determine the choice of whether
the swimming circuit or the
crawling network is configured —
the behavioral choice to swim or
crawl. Depolarizing this neuron
biases the nerve cord to produce
the crawl motor pattern, while
hyperpolarizing this neuron
biases this nerve cord toward
the swimming motor program.
Cell 208 is now found to be
a member of both the swimming
and the crawling networks [15].
Apparently after throwing its
weight toward which coalition will
be formed, it merrily participates in
either.
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R141Structural Plasticity: Rewiring the
Brain
Experience may shape brain structure. Recent studies in which brain
connections were traced in monkeys who had learnt a new skill or
recovered from an injury suggest that extensive rewiring is possible,
even in the adult brain.Heidi Johansen-Berg
Far from being hard-wired and
static, the brain is capable of
dramatic reorganisation. As we
learn new skills or acquire novel
experiences, our brain cells alter
the way in which they respond to
the outside world to reflect our
changing circumstances. These
changes in our behaviour and
brain function are probably
accompanied by structuralalterations in the brain. Indeed, in
studies on animal brains, it has
been possible to visualise very
localised structural changes, such
as increased branching of the
dendritic trees at the ends of
axons, which would allow new
synapses to be formed between
cells. Two recent studies [1,2]
in monkeys have shown that
extensive rewiring of brain
connections can occur over a
surprising scale. One of thesestudies [1] found that learning
a challenging new skill leads to
generation of new projections,
while the other [2] showed that
novel connections are made
following localised brain damage
(Figure 1).
Damage to the nervous system
provokes cellular and chemical
changes that provide an
environment ripe for rewiring.
Previous studies of adult monkeys
with sensory loss following
peripheral injury showed that
dramatic functional reorganisation
of sensory representations is
accompanied by structural
changes. These changes include
growth of novel local connections
within part of the somatosensory
cortex [3] and the generation of
new links between brain stem
nuclei, providing a route by which



























Figure 1. Schematic showing proposed re-wiring schemes based on monkey models
of learning and recovery.
(A) Left: intact monkeys have projections from ventral premotor cortex (PMv) to pri-
mary motor cortex (M1). Right: following a lesion to the hand area of M1 (indicated
by grey region, right), fibres from PMv divert their course and instead innervate part
of the somatosensory cortex (S1). Connections between PMv and S1 are absent in
control monkeys (left). (B) Left: naı¨ve monkeys have only sparse projections from the
temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) to the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). Right: monkeys trained
to use a tool to access food have much more extensive projections, innervating a large
area of anterior IPS, suggesting that training results in novel long-range branching from
existing connections. (C) Left: typically, cells in area TE of the lateral temporal lobe
send divergent connections to cells in perirhinal cortex, part of the medial temporal
memory system. Right: following training on a visual paired association task, certain
cells in TE and perirhinal cortex show selective responses to trained picture stimuli
(indicated by red cells). Memory-selective TE cells have focused projections onto
memory-selective cells in perirhinal cortex, compared to the divergent projections
seen from non-memory selective TE cells [9]. This suggests that learning leads to a se-
lective pruning of axon collaterals that are not involved in the memory task.stimulation of intact body parts
excites cells previously
representing an amputated limb
[4]. Dancause et al. [2] have now
shown that even more extensive
rewiring occurs following lesions
located within the brain.
For many years, Nudo and
colleagues [2,5,6] have studied the
effects of brain damage by making
small experimental lesions to the
hand area of the primary motor
cortex of squirrel monkeys. Such
lesions impair hand movement,
as expected, and over a period
of months, animals recover some
movement. Recovery is
accompanied by functionalremapping of motor
representations, not only in the
intact cortex around the lesion
[6], but also in other parts of the
motor system, such as the ventral
premotor cortex [5]. The more
extensive the tissue damage in
the primary motor cortex, the
greater the expansion of the hand
representation in the ventral
premotor cortex [5], suggesting
adaptive compensation.
Dancause et al. [2] looked for the
anatomical basis of this functional
reorganisation. They injected tract
tracers into the ventral premotor
cortex of control animals and
animals who had received a lesionto the primary motor cortex five
months earlier. In the four lesioned
animals, they find novel
connections from the ventral
premotor cortex to a part of the
somatosensory cortex; these
connections were absent in all
four control animals. Inspection of
the orientation of labelled fibres
revealed sharp changes in
direction as fibres approached the
lesion site, diverting to innervate
the somatosensory cortex instead
(Figure 1A). The somatosensory
cortex projects directly to the
spinal cord [7] and so this
re-routing may provide an
alternative route for premotor
cortex to innervate the spinal cord
following damage to the primary
motor cortex.
These results raise the exciting
possibility that damage can
provoke the diversion of fibres and
growth of novel brain connections
that could provide a substrate for
functional recovery. Enhancement
of the brain environment to
promote such rewiring might
therefore be a target for
therapeutic interventions following
damage to the human brain, such
as stroke. Brain damage is an
extreme situation, which provokes
dramatic cellular, molecular and
chemical changes that may
increase the chances of extensive
rewiring, but rewiring may occur
to a lesser extent during everyday
experiences such as acquiring
new skills.
The results of the other new
study [1] suggest that, when
monkeys learn a challenging
tool-use task, they grow new
connections in their brains. Hihara
et al. [1] trained adult monkeys to
use a rake to retrieve pieces of
food. Their earlier work [8] showed
that, after three weeks training,
monkeys treat the tool as an
extension of their own body. This
phenomenon, which is also
observed in humans using tools,
can be seen both behaviourally and
by recording from neurons in the
parietal cortex. In untrained
monkeys, cells in the intraparietal
sulcus typically respond either to
visual or to somatosensory stimuli,
but not to both; but after two
weeks training on the raking task,
groups of bimodal cells are found.
These cells respond to both
Dispatch
R143somatosensory and visual inputs,
and their visual receptive fields can
rapidly and dynamically expand to
include not only the space around
the monkey’s hand, but also the
space at the end of the tool [8].
This led Hihara et al. [1] to the
hypothesis that training induces
novel connections to form,
allowing visual inputs to influence
somatosensory cells in the
intraparietal sulcus.
Hihara et al. [1] tested this
possibility by injecting retrograde
anatomical tracers into the
intraparietal sulcus of trained and
untrained monkeys. They found
inputs from the temporo-parietal
junction in trained monkeys but
not in naı¨ve monkeys. Tracing the
pathway in the other direction, by
injecting anterograde tracers into
the temporo-parietal junction,
confirmed that projections to the
intraparietal sulcus were far denser
and more extensive in the trained
animals. However, sparse
projections to the intraparietal
sulcus existed even in the
untrained animals, although only
to its deepest parts. This argues
against the remote possibility that
temporo-parietal junction cells
generated novel axonal projections
travelling the full distance (about
15 mm) to the intraparietal sulcus
over the two weeks of training.
Instead, it seems likely that a route
between the two brain areas was
present, but that novel, and far
more extensive, connections were
generated within the intraparietal
sulcus as a result of training
(Figure 1B).
This fine-tuning of existing
pathways echoes earlier work [9]
on the temporal cortex examining
the structural correlates of
learning. Yoshida et al. [9] explored
anatomical connections between
visual area TE in the inferior
temporal sulcus and the perirhinal
cortex. Area TE is involved in higher
level processing of visual objects,
and the perirhinal cortex is part of
the medial temporal lobe memory
system. Cells in area TE and in the
perirhinal cortex respond to visual
stimuli. After a few months learning
paired associations with a specific
set of images, small clusters of
cells in these brain regions respond
selectively to the trained images.
The authors then tested forstructural correlates of this
functional specialisation. Visual
cells in TE typically send divergent
projections to the perirhinal cortex;
after training, however, TE cells
that had become selective for the
trained visual objects sent much
less divergent projections to
perirhinal cortex than TE cells that
were not involved in the memory
task (Figure 1C). The projections
from memory-selective TE cells
focussed on cells in perirhinal
cortex that were also
memory-selective. This suggests
a potential structural correlate of
the learning process: with
extensive visual learning,
memory-selective TE cells retract
axon collaterals from perirhinal
cells that are not involved in the
learning task, and retain only their
focussed connections with
memory-selective perirhinal cells.
These experiments with animal
models of learning and recovery
dramatically extend the scale of
observable structural plasticity.
As these structural changes occur,
not just at the microstructural
level, but also along long-range
cortico-cortical connections, the
possibility of detecting such
changes in the human brain
becomes conceivable. Clearly, the
exquisite detail achievable with
tract tracing is not possible in
humans, but non-invasive brain
imaging raises the possibility of
monitoring bulk effects of
structural plasticity in vivo [10].
Already, there are hints that
structural changes may occur with
experience; training subjects to
juggle leads to an apparent
increase in grey matter in the visual
motion area [11]. Might this reflect
the bulk effects of alterations in
dendritic branching or creation of
new synapses? Diffusion imaging
offers the possibility of monitoring
longitudinal changes in white
matter pathways [12]. Although
such longitudinal studies have yet
to be carried out, reports that white
matter microstructure correlates
with years of piano training [13], for
example, support the suggestion
that experience may induce
measurable structural changes in
brain pathways.
The new evidence from monkey
studies [1,2] suggests that rewiring
can occur over much greaterdistances than previously
imagined. This not only sheds light
on brain changes occurring with
learning in the healthy brain, but
also provides a novel source of
potential markers of outcome
following brain damage. Whether
monitoring of structural changes
provides additional information to
measuring functional responses
needs to be tested. In the field of
human neuroimaging it is possible
that structural changes will provide
more robust measures than
functional responses, particularly
in subjects with compromised
vascular responses, such as those
who have suffered a stroke.
Structural markers of plasticity
could therefore represent useful
surrogate markers and potential
therapeutic targets in human
disease.
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